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MACACOS AACCMOS MACACO, lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [n] 

MACADAM AAACDMM type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S] 

MACAQUE AACEMQU short-tailed monkey [n -S] 

MACARON AACMNOR type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n -S]  

MACCHIA AACCHIM dense growth of small trees and shrubs [n -IE] 

MACCHIE ACCEHIM MACCHIA, dense growth of small trees and shrubs [n] 

MACHACA AAACCHM Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n -S] 

MACHERS ACEHMRS MACHER, person known for getting things done [n] 

MACHETE ACEEHMT large, heavy knife [n -S] 

MACHREE ACEEHMR dear (loved one) [n -S] 

MACHZOR ACHMORZ mahzor (Jewish prayer book) [n -IM, -S] 

MACRAME AACEMMR trimming of knotted thread or cord [n -S] 

MACRONS ACMNORS MACRON, symbol placed over vowel to show that it has long sound [n] 

MACULAE AACELMU MACULA, spot [n] 

MACULAS AACLMSU MACULA, spot [n] 

MACUMBA AABCMMU religion practiced in Brazil [n -S] 

MADAMES AADEMMS MADAME, madam (woman who manages brothel) [n] 

MADCAPS AACDMPS MADCAP, impulsive person [n] 

MADDERS ADDEMRS MADDER, perennial herb [n] 

MADEIRA AADEIMR white wine [n -S] 

MADNESS ADEMNSS state of being mad (insane (mentally unsound)) [n -ES] 

MADONNA AADMNNO former Italian title of respect for woman [n -S] 

MADRASA AAADMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MADRONA AADMNOR evergreen tree [n -S] 

MADRONE ADEMNOR madrona (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

MADRONO ADMNOOR madrona (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

MADTOMS ADMMOST MADTOM, North American catfish [n] 

MADUROS ADMORSU MADURO, dark-colored, relatively strong cigar [n] 

MADWORT ADMORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

MADZOON ADMNOOZ matzoon (food made from milk) [n -S] 

MAENADS AADEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MAESTRI AEIMRST MAESTRO, master of art [n] 

MAESTRO AEMORST master of art [n -RI, -S] 

MAFFIAS AAFFIMS MAFFIA, mafia (secret criminal organization) [n] 

MAFIOSI AFIIMOS MAFIOSO, member of mafia [n] 

MAFIOSO AFIMOOS member of mafia [n -SI, -S] 

MAFTIRS AFIMRST MAFTIR, concluding section of parashah [n] 

MAGALOG AAGGLMO sales catalog resembling magazine [n -S] 

MAGENTA AAEGMNT purplish red dye [n -S] 

MAGGOTS AGGMOST MAGGOT, legless larva of certain insects [n] 

MAGIANS AAGIMNS MAGIAN, magus (magician (one skilled in magic)) [n] 

MAGILPS AGILMPS MAGILP, megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n] 

MAGLEVS AEGLMSV MAGLEV, train using magnets to move above tracks [n] 

MAGMATA AAAGMMT MAGMA, molten matter from which igneous rock is formed [n] 

MAGNATE AAEGMNT powerful or influential person [n -S] 

MAGNETO AEGMNOT type of electric generator [n -S] 
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MAGNETS AEGMNST MAGNET, body that possesses property of attracting iron [n] 

MAGNUMS AGMMNSU MAGNUM, large wine bottle [n] 

MAGPIES AEGIMPS MAGPIE, corvine bird [n] 

MAGUEYS AEGMSUY MAGUEY, tropical plant [n] 

MAHANTS AAHMNST MAHANT, chief Hindu priest [n] 

MAHATMA AAAHMMT Hindu sage [n -S] 

MAHJONG AGHJMNO game of Chinese origin [n -S] 

MAHONIA AAHIMNO flowering shrub [n -S] 

MAHOUTS AHMOSTU MAHOUT, keeper and driver of elephant [n] 

MAHUANG AAGHMNU Asian plant [n -S] 

MAHZORS AHMORSZ MAHZOR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

MAIDANS AADIMNS MAIDAN, open space in or near town [n] 

MAIDENS ADEIMNS MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [n] 

MAIHEMS AEHIMMS MAIHEM, mayhem (offense of willfully maiming person) [n] 

MAILBAG AABGILM bag for carrying mail (postal material) [n -S] 

MAILBOX ABILMOX box for depositing mail [n -ES] 

MAILERS AEILMRS MAILER, one that mails (to send by governmental postal system) [n] 

MAILING AGIILMN rented farm [n -S] 

MAILLOT AILLMOT woman's one-piece bathing suit [n -S] 

MAILMAN AAILMMN man who carries and delivers mail [n -MEN] 

MAILMEN AEILMMN MAILMAN, man who carries and delivers mail [n] 

MAIMERS AEIMMRS MAIMER, one that maims (to injure so as to cause lasting damage) [n] 

MAINTOP AIMNOPT platform at head of mainmast [n -S] 

MAJAGUA AAAGJMU tropical tree [n -S] 

MAJESTY AEJMSTY regal dignity [n -TIES] 

MAKEUPS AEKMPSU MAKEUP, way in which parts or ingredients of something are put together [n] 

MAKINGS AGIKMNS MAKING, material from which something can be developed [n] 

MALACCA AAACCLM cane of Asian rattan palm [n -S] 

MALAISE AAEILMS feeling of vague discomfort [n -S] 

MALANGA AAAGLMN yautia (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MALARIA AAAILMR infectious disease [n -S] 

MALARKY AAKLMRY malarkey (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -KIES] 

MALATES AAELMST MALATE, chemical salt [n] 

MALEATE AAEELMT chemical salt [n -S] 

MALICES ACEILMS MALICE, desire to injure another [n] 

MALINES AEILMNS MALINE, delicate net used for veils [n] 

MALISON AILMNOS curse [n -S] 

MALKINS AIKLMNS MALKIN, untidy woman [n] 

MALLARD AADLLMR wild duck [n -S] 

MALLEES AEELLMS MALLEE, evergreen tree [n] 

MALLETS AELLMST MALLET, type of hammer [n] 

MALLEUS AELLMSU bone of middle ear [n -EI] 

MALLING AGILLMN practice of shopping at malls (large buildings with many shops) [n -S] 

MALLOWS ALLMOSW MALLOW, flowering plant [n] 

MALMSEY AELMMSY white wine [n -S] 

MALODOR ADLMOOR offensive odor [n -S] 

MALTASE AAELMST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 
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MALTEDS ADELMST MALTED, sweet beverage [n] 

MALTHAS AAHLMST MALTHA, natural tar [n] 

MALTING AGILMNT process of preparing grain for brewing [n -S]  

MALTOLS ALLMOST MALTOL, chemical compound [n] 

MALTOSE AELMOST type of sugar [n -S] 

MALWARE AAELMRW software designed to disable computers [n -S] 

MAMASAN AAAMMNS Japanese woman in position of authority [n -S] 

MAMEYES AEEMMSY MAMEY, tropical tree [n] 

MAMILLA AAILLMM mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n -E] 

MAMLUKS AKLMMSU MAMLUK, mameluke (slave in Muslim countries) [n] 

MAMMALS AALMMMS MAMMAL, any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates [n] 

MAMMARY AAMMMRY breast [n -RIES] 

MAMMATI AAIMMMT MAMMATUS, type of cloud [n] 

MAMMEES AEEMMMS MAMMEE, mamey (tropical tree) [n] 

MAMMETS AEMMMST MAMMET, maumet (idol (object of worship)) [n] 

MAMMEYS AEMMMSY MAMMEY, mamey (tropical tree) [n] 

MAMMIES AEIMMMS MAMMIE, mammy (mother) [n] / MAMMY [n] 

MAMMONS AMMMNOS MAMMON, material wealth [n] 

MAMMOTH AHMMMOT extinct elephant [n -S] 

MAMZERS AEMMRSZ MAMZER, bastard (illegitimate child) [n] 

MANAGER AAEGMNR one that manages (to control or direct) [n -S] 

MANAKIN AAIKMNN tropical bird [n -S] 

MANANAS AAAMNNS MANANA, tomorrow (day following today) [n] 

MANATEE AAEEMNT aquatic mammal [n -S] 

MANCHES ACEHMNS MANCHE, heraldic design [n] 

MANCHET ACEHMNT small loaf of fine white bread [n -S] 

MANDALA AAADLMN Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n -S] 

MANDOLA AADLMNO ancient lute [n -S] 

MANDORA AADMNOR stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MANDREL ADELMNR shaft on which tool is mounted [n -S] 

MANDRIL ADILMNR mandrel (shaft on which tool is mounted) [n -S] 

MANEGES AEEGMNS MANEGE, art of training and riding horses [n] 

MANGABY AABGMNY mangabey (long-tailed monkey) [n -BIES] 

MANGELS AEGLMNS MANGEL, variety of beet [n] 

MANGERS AEGMNRS MANGER, trough or box from which horses or cattle eat [n] 

MANGLER AEGLMNR one that mangles (to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure) [n -S] 

MANGOES AEGMNOS MANGO, edible tropical fruit [n] 

MANGOLD ADGLMNO mangel (variety of beet) [n -S] 

MANHOLE AEHLMNO hole providing entrance to underground or enclosed structure [n -S] 

MANHOOD ADHMNOO state of being man (adult human male) [n -S] 

MANHUNT AHMNNTU intensive search for person [n -S] 

MANIACS AACIMNS MANIAC, insane person [n] 

MANIHOT AHIMNOT tropical plant [n -S] 

MANIKIN AIIKMNN anatomical model of human body [n -S] 

MANILAS AAILMNS MANILA, strong paper [n] 

MANILLA AAILLMN manila (strong paper) [n -S] 

MANILLE AEILLMN second highest trump in certain card games [n -S] 
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MANIOCA AACIMNO manioc (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MANIOCS ACIMNOS MANIOC, tropical plant [n] 

MANIPLE AEILMNP silk band worn on left arm as vestment [n -S] 

MANITOS AIMNOST MANITO, manitou (Algonquian Indian deity) [n] 

MANITOU AIMNOTU Algonquian Indian deity [n -S] 

MANITUS AIMNSTU MANITU, manitou (Algonquian Indian deity) [n] 

MANKIND ADIKMNN human race [n MANKIND, -S] 

MANNANS AAMNNNS MANNAN, type of sugar [n] 

MANNERS AEMNNRS MANNER, way of acting [n] 

MANNITE AEIMNNT mannitol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

MANNOSE AEMNNOS type of sugar [n -S] 

MANROPE AEMNOPR rope used as handrail [n -S] 

MANSARD AADMNRS type of roof [n -S] 

MANSION AIMNNOS large, impressive house [n -S] 

MANTEAU AAEMNTU loose cloak [n -S, -X] 

MANTELS AELMNST MANTEL, shelf above fireplace [n] 

MANTIDS ADIMNST MANTID, mantis (predatory insect) [n] 

MANTLET AELMNTT mantelet (mobile screen used to protect soldiers) [n -S] 

MANTRAM AAMMNRT mantra (mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism) [n -S] 

MANTRAP AAMNPRT trap for catching men [n -S] 

MANTRAS AAMNRST MANTRA, mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism [n] 

MANTUAS AAMNSTU MANTUA, woman's gown [n] 

MANUALS AALMNSU MANUAL, small reference book [n] 

MANUKAS AAKMNSU MANUKA, small tree of New Zealand [n] 

MANURER AEMNRRU one that manures (to fertilize with manure (animal excrement)) [n -S] 

MAPPERS AEMPPRS MAPPER, one that maps (to delineate on map (representation of region)) [n] 

MAPPING AGIMNPP mathematical correspondence [n -S] 

MAQUILA AAILMQU foreign-owned assembly factory in Mexico [n -S] 

MARABOU AABMORU African stork [n -S] 

MARACAS AAACMRS MARACA, percussion instrument [n] 

MARANTA AAAMNRT tropical plant [n -S] 

MARASCA AAACMRS wild cherry [n -S] 

MARBLER ABELMRR one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n -S] 

MARCATO AACMORT musical passage played with strong accentuation [n -S] 

MARCHEN ACEHMNR folktale (tale forming part of oral tradition of people) [n MARCHEN] 

MARCHER ACEHMRR one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n -S] 

MARCONI ACIMNOR two-way radio [n -S] 

MAREMMA AAEMMMR marshy coastal region [n -MME] 

MAREMME AEEMMMR MAREMMA, marshy coastal region [n] 

MARGATE AAEGMRT tropical fish [n -S] 

MARGAYS AAGMRSY MARGAY, small American wildcat [n] 

MARIMBA AABIMMR percussion instrument [n -S] 

MARINAS AAIMNRS MARINA, docking area for small boats [n] 

MARINER AEIMNRR sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S] 

MARINES AEIMNRS MARINE, soldier trained for service at sea and on land [n] 

MARKERS AEKMRRS MARKER, one that marks (to make visible impression on) [n] 

MARKHOR AHKMORR wild goat [n -S] 
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MARKING AGIKMNR pattern of marks [n -S] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKKAS AAKKMRS MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKUPS AKMPRSU MARKUP, increase in price [n] 

MARLINE AEILMNR rope used on ship [n -S] 

MARLING AGILMNR marline (rope used on ship) [n -S] 

MARLINS AILMNRS MARLIN, marine game fish [n] 

MARLITE AEILMRT type of marl [n -S] 

MARMITE AEIMMRT large soup kettle [n -S] 

MARMOTS AMMORST MARMOT, burrowing rodent [n] 

MARPLOT ALMOPRT one that ruins plan by meddling [n -S] 

MARQUEE AEEMQRU rooflike structure projecting over entrance [n -S] 

MARQUES AEMQRSU MARQUE, reprisal (act of retaliation) [n] 

MARQUIS AIMQRSU European nobleman [n -ES] 

MARRAMS AAMMRRS MARRAM, beach grass [n] 

MARRANO AAMNORR Jew in Spain who professed Christianity to avoid persecution [n -S] 

MARRERS AEMRRRS MARRER, one that mars (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [n] 

MARRIED ADEIMRR one who has entered into marriage [n -S] 

MARRIER AEIMRRR one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n -S] 

MARRONS AMNORRS MARRON, variety of chestnut [n] 

MARSALA AAALMRS Sicilian wine [n -S] 

MARSHES AEHMRSS MARSH, tract of low, wet land [n] 

MARTENS AEMNRST MARTEN, carnivorous mammal [n] 

MARTIAN AAIMNRT supposed inhabitant of planet Mars [n -S] 

MARTINI AIIMNRT alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

MARTINS AIMNRST MARTIN, small bird [n] 

MARTLET AELMRTT martin (small bird) [n -S] 

MARTYRY AMRRTYY shrine erected in honor of martyred person [n -RIES] 

MASALAS AAALMSS MASALA, blend of spices used in Indian cooking [n] 

MASCONS ACMNOSS MASCON, concentration of dense mass beneath moon's surface [n] 

MASCOTS ACMOSST MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

MASHERS AEHMRSS MASHER, one that mashes (to reduce to pulpy mass) [n] 

MASHIES AEHIMSS MASHIE, golf club [n] / MASHY, mashie (golf club) [n] 

MASJIDS ADIJMSS MASJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MASKEGS AEGKMSS MASKEG, muskeg (marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [n] 

MASKERS AEKMRSS MASKER, one that wears mask [n] 

MASKING AGIKMNS piece of scenery used to conceal parts of stage from audience [n -S] 

MASONRY AMNORSY structure built of stone or brick [n -RIES] 

MASQUER AEMQRSU masker (one that wears mask) [n -S] 

MASQUES AEMQSSU MASQUE, dramatic entertainment formerly popular in England [n] 

MASSEUR AEMRSSU man who massages [n -S] 

MASSIFS AFIMSSS MASSIF, principal mountain mass [n] 

MASTABA AAABMST ancient Egyptian tomb [n -S] 

MASTERY AEMRSTY superior knowledge or skill [n -RIES] 

MASTICS ACIMSST MASTIC, aromatic resin [n] 

MASTIFF AFFIMST large, short-haired dog [n -S] 

MASTOID ADIMOST rear portion of temporal bone [n -S] 
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MATADOR AADMORT bullfighter who kills bull in bullfight [n -S] 

MATCHER ACEHMRT one that matches (to set in competition or opposition) [n -S] 

MATCHUP ACHMPTU setting of two players against each other [n -S] 

MATELOT AELMOTT sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S] 

MATILDA AADILMT hobo's bundle [n -S] 

MATINEE AEEIMNT daytime performance [n -S] 

MATINGS AGIMNST MATING, period during which seasonal-breeding animal can mate [n] 

MATRASS AAMRSST long-necked glass vessel [n -ES] 

MATRICS ACIMRST MATRIC, matriculation (admission into university) [n] 

MATRONS AMNORST MATRON, married woman of established social position [n] 

MATSAHS AAHMSST MATSAH, matzo (unleavened bread) [n] 

MATTING AGIMNTT woven fabric used as floor covering [n -S] 

MATTINS AIMNSTT MATTIN, matin (morning song, as of birds) [n] 

MATTOCK ACKMOTT digging tool [n -S] 

MATTOID ADIMOTT mentally unbalanced person [n -S] 

MATURER AEMRRTU one that brings something to maturity [n -S] 

MATZAHS AAHMSTZ MATZAH, matzo (unleavened bread) [n] 

MATZOHS AHMOSTZ MATZOH, matzo (unleavened bread) [n] 

MATZOON AMNOOTZ food made from milk [n -S] 

MATZOTH AHMOTTZ MATZO, unleavened bread [n] 

MAULERS AELMRSU MAULER, one that mauls (to injure by beating) [n] 

MAULING AGILMNU act of injuring by beating [n -S] 

MAUMETS AEMMSTU MAUMET, idol (object of worship) [n] 

MAVISES AEIMSSV MAVIS, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

MAXILLA AAILLMX upper jaw or jawbone [n -E, -S] 

MAXIMAL AAILMMX element of mathematical set that is followed by no other [n -S] 

MAXIMIN AIIMMNX maximum of set of minima [n -S] 

MAXIMUM AIMMMUX greatest possible amount, quantity, or degree [n -MA, -S] 

MAXIXES AEIMSXX MAXIXE, Brazilian dance [n] 

MAXWELL AELLMWX unit of magnetic flux [n -S] 

MAYBIRD ABDIMRY bobolink (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n -S] 

MAYBUSH ABHMSUY flowering shrub [n -ES] 

MAYDAYS AADMSYY MAYDAY, radio distress call [n] 

MAYHEMS AEHMMSY MAYHEM, offense of willfully maiming person [n] 

MAYINGS AGIMNSY MAYING, gathering of spring flowers [n] 

MAYPOLE AELMOPY decorated pole used in spring celebration [n -S] 

MAYPOPS AMOPPSY MAYPOP, flowering vine [n] 

MAYVINS AIMNSVY MAYVIN, mavin (expert) [n] 

MAYWEED ADEEMWY malodorous weed [n -S] 

MAZARDS AADMRSZ MAZARD, head or face [n] 

MAZUMAS AAMMSUZ MAZUMA, money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n] 

MAZURKA AAKMRUZ Polish dance [n -S] 

MAZZARD AADMRZZ wild cherry [n -S] 

MEADOWS ADEMOSW MEADOW, tract of grassland [n] 

MEALIES AEEILMS MEALIE, ear of corn [n] 

MEANERS AEEMNRS MEANER, one that means (to intend (to have as specific aim or purpose)) [n] 

MEANIES AEEIMNS MEANIE, nasty person [n] / MEANY [n] 
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MEANING AEGIMNN something that one intends to convey by language [n -S] 

MEASLES AEELMSS MEASLE, tapeworm larva [n] 

MEATMAN AAEMMNT vendor of meat [n -MEN] 

MEATMEN AEEMMNT MEATMAN, vendor of meat [n] 

MECHOUI CEHIMOU meal of meat roasted on spit [n -S] 

MEDAKAS AADEKMS MEDAKA, Japanese fish [n] 

MEDDLER DDEELMR one that meddles (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [n -S] 

MEDIACY ACDEIMY act of mediating (to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement) [n -CIES] 

MEDIALS ADEILMS MEDIAL, sound, syllable, or letter in middle of word [n] 

MEDIANS ADEIMNS MEDIAN, central part [n] 

MEDIANT ADEIMNT type of musical tone [n -S] 

MEDICAL ACDEILM physical examination [n -S] 

MEDICKS CDEIKMS MEDICK, flowering plant [n] 

MEDICOS CDEIMOS MEDICO, doctor or medical student [n] 

MEDIGAP ADEGIMP supplemental health insurance [n -S] 

MEDINAS ADEIMNS MEDINA, native quarter of North African city [n] 

MEDIUMS DEIMMSU MEDIUM, surrounding environment in which something functions and thrives [n] 

MEDLARS ADELMRS MEDLAR, Eurasian tree [n] 

MEDLEYS DEELMSY MEDLEY, mixture (something produced by mixing) [n] 

MEDRESE DEEEMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MEDULLA ADELLMU central tissue in stems of certain plants [n -E, -S] 

MEDUSAE ADEEMSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [n] 

MEDUSAN ADEMNSU medusa (jellyfish) [n -S] 

MEDUSAS ADEMSSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [n] 

MEERKAT AEEKMRT African mongoose [n -S] 

MEETERS EEEMRST MEETER, one that meets (to come into company or presence of) [n] 

MEETING EEGIMNT assembly for common purpose [n -S] 

MEGABAR AABEGMR unit of pressure [n -S] 

MEGABIT ABEGIMT unit of computer information [n -S] 

MEGAHIT AEGHIMT something extremely successful [n -S] 

MEGAPOD ADEGMOP megapode (large-footed bird) [n -S] 

MEGARON AEGMNOR great central hall of ancient Greek house [n -RA] 

MEGASSE AEEGMSS megass (bagasse (crushed sugarcane)) [n -S] 

MEGATON AEGMNOT unit of explosive force [n -S] 

MEGILLA AEGILLM megillah (long, involved story) [n -S] 

MEGILPH EGHILMP megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n -S] 

MEGILPS EGILMPS MEGILP, substance with which pigments are mixed in painting [n] 

MEGOHMS EGHMMOS MEGOHM, unit of electrical resistance [n] 

MEGRIMS EGIMMRS MEGRIM, migraine (severe headache) [n] 

MEHNDIS DEHIMNS MEHNDI, art of painting patterns on skin with henna [n] 

MEINIES EEIIMNS MEINIE, meiny (retinue (group of attendants)) [n] / MEINY [n] 

MEIOSES EEIMOSS MEIOSIS, type of cell division [n] 

MEIOSIS EIIMOSS type of cell division [n -SES] 

MEISTER EEIMRST one who is knowledgeable about something specified [n -S] 

MELAENA AAEELMN melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n -S] 

MELAMED ADEELMM teacher in Jewish school [n MELAMDIM] 

MELANGE AEEGLMN mixture (something produced by mixing) [n -S] 
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MELANIC ACEILMN one who is affected with melanism [n -S] 

MELANIN AEILMNN dark pigment [n -S] 

MELDERS DEELMRS MELDER, amount of grain ground at one time [n] 

MELENAS AEELMNS MELENA, condition marked by black tarry stool [n] 

MELILOT EILLMOT flowering plant [n -S] 

MELISMA AEILMMS melodic embellishment [n -S, -TA] 

MELODIA ADEILMO type of organ stop [n -S] 

MELOIDS DEILMOS MELOID, type of beetle [n] 

MELTAGE AEEGLMT process of melting [n -S] 

MELTERS EELMRST MELTER, one that melts (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [n] 

MELTONS ELMNOST MELTON, heavy woolen fabric [n] 

MEMBERS BEEMMRS MEMBER, distinct part of whole [n] 

MEMENTO EEMMNOT something that serves as reminder of past [n -ES, -S] 

MEMOIRS EIMMORS MEMOIR, biography [n] 

MENACER ACEEMNR one that menaces (to threaten (to be source of danger to)) [n -S] 

MENAGES AEEGMNS MENAGE, household [n] 

MENAZON AEMNNOZ insecticide [n -S] 

MENDERS DEEMNRS MENDER, one that mends (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [n] 

MENDIGO DEGIMNO freshwater fish [n -S] 

MENDING DEGIMNN accumulation of articles to be mended [n -S] 

MENFOLK EFKLMNO men of family or community [n MENFOLK] 

MENHIRS EHIMNRS MENHIR, prehistoric monument [n] 

MENIALS AEILMNS MENIAL, domestic servant [n] 

MENISCI CEIIMNS MENISCUS, crescent-shaped body [n] 

MENORAH AEHMNOR candleholder used in Jewish worship [n -S] 

MENSHEN EEHMNNS MENSH, mensch (admirable person) [n] 

MENSHES EEHMNSS MENSH, mensch (admirable person) [n] 

MENTEES EEEMNST MENTEE, one who is being mentored [n] 

MENTHOL EHLMNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

MENUDOS DEMNOSU MENUDO, tripe stew with chili peppers [n] 

MERCADO ACDEMOR market [n -S] 

MERCERS CEEMRRS MERCER, dealer in textiles [n] 

MERCERY CEEMRRY mercer's shop [n -RIES] 

MERCHES CEEHMRS MERCH, merchandise [n] 

MERCIES CEEIMRS MERCY, compassion shown to offender or enemy [n] 

MERCURY CEMRRUY metallic element [n -RIES] 

MERGEES EEEGMRS MERGEE, company acquired by merger [n] 

MERGERS EEGMRRS MERGER, union of two or more businesses into single enterprise [n] 

MERGING EGGIMNR act of combining (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S]  

MERGUEZ EEGMRUZ spicy beef and lamb sausage [n MERGUEZ] 

MERINOS EIMNORS MERINO, fine wool [n] 

MERISES EEIMRSS MERISIS, growth (development) [n] 

MERISIS EIIMRSS growth (development) [n -SES] 

MERLINS EILMNRS MERLIN, European falcon [n] 

MERLONS ELMNORS MERLON, solid part of indented parapet [n] 

MERLOTS ELMORST MERLOT, dry red wine [n] 

MERMAID ADEIMMR legendary marine creature [n -S] 
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MERONYM EMMNORY term for part of something that is used to denote whole of it [n -S] 

MEROPIA AEIMOPR partial blindness [n -S] 

MESCALS ACELMSS MESCAL, cactus used as source of liquor [n] 

MESCLUN CELMNSU mixture of young tender green herbs [n -S] 

MESHING EGHIMNS act of fitting together [n -S] 

MESQUIT EIMQSTU mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MESSANS AEMNSSS MESSAN, lapdog (small dog) [n] 

MESSIAH AEHIMSS expected liberator [n -S] 

MESSMAN AEMMNSS serviceman who works in dining facility [n -MEN] 

MESSMEN EEMMNSS MESSMAN, serviceman who works in dining facility [n] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

MESTESO EEMOSST mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -ES, -S] 

MESTINO EIMNOST mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -ES, -S] 

MESTIZA AEIMSTZ female mestizo [n -S] 

MESTIZO EIMOSTZ person of mixed ancestry [n -ES, -S] 

METAGES AEEGMST METAGE, official measurement of weight or contents [n] 

METAMER AEEMMRT type of chemical compound [n -S] 

METATAG AAEGMTT HTML tag having information about webpage [n -S] 

METATES AEEMSTT METATE, stone used for grinding grains [n] 

METAZOA AAEMOTZ METAZOON, metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n] 

METEORS EEMORST METEOR, small celestial body that enters earth's atmosphere [n] 

METEPAS AEEMPST METEPA, chemical compound [n] 

METHANE AEEHMNT flammable gas [n -S] 

METHODS DEHMOST METHOD, means of procedure [n] 

METHYLS EHLMSTY METHYL, univalent radical [n]  

METICAL ACEILMT monetary unit of Mozambique [n -AIS, -S] 

METICAS ACEIMST METICA, metical (monetary unit of Mozambique) [n]  

METIERS EEIMRST METIER, vocation (work in which person is regularly employed) [n] 

METISSE EEIMSST female metis [n -S] 

METONYM EMMNOTY word used in metonymy [n -S] 

METOPAE AEEMOPT METOPE, space between two triglyphs [n] 

METOPES EEMOPST METOPE, space between two triglyphs [n] 

METOPON EMNOOPT narcotic drug [n -S] 

METRICS CEIMRST METRIC, standard of measurement [n] 

METRIST EIMRSTT one who metrifies [n -S] 

METTLES EELMSTT METTLE, quality of character [n] 

METUMPS EMMPSTU METUMP, tumpline (strap for supporting load on back) [n] 

MEWLERS EELMRSW MEWLER, one that mewls (to whimper (to cry with plaintive, broken sounds)) [n] 

MEZCALS ACELMSZ MEZCAL, mescal (cactus used as source of liquor) [n] 

MEZQUIT EIMQTUZ mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MEZUZAH AEHMUZZ Judaic scroll [n -S, -ZOT, -ZOTH] 

MEZUZAS AEMSUZZ MEZUZA, mezuzah (Judaic scroll) [n] 

MEZUZOT EMOTUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

MIASMAS AAIMMSS MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MICELLA ACEILLM micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n -E] 

MICELLE CEEILLM coherent strand or structure in fiber [n -S] 

MICELLS CEILLMS MICELL, micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n] 
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MICKEYS CEIKMSY MICKEY, drugged drink [n] 

MICKIES CEIIKMS MICKY, mickey (drugged drink) [n] 

MICKLES CEIKLMS MICKLE, large amount [n] 

MICROBE BCEIMOR minute life form [n -S] 

MICROHM CHIMMOR unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

MICRONS CIMNORS MICRON, unit of length [n] 

MIDAIRS ADIIMRS MIDAIR, region in middle of air [n] 

MIDCULT CDILMTU middle-class culture [n -S] 

MIDDAYS ADDIMSY MIDDAY, middle of day [n] 

MIDDENS DDEIMNS MIDDEN, dunghill (heap of manure) [n] 

MIDDIES DDEIIMS MIDDY, loosely fitting blouse [n] 

MIDDLER DDEILMR student in intermediate grade [n -S] 

MIDGETS DEGIMST MIDGET, very small person [n] 

MIDGUTS DGIMSTU MIDGUT, middle part of embryonic digestive tract [n] 

MIDIRON DIIMNOR golf club [n -S] 

MIDLAND ADDILMN middle part of country [n -S] 

MIDLEGS DEGILMS MIDLEG, middle of leg [n] 

MIDLIFE DEFIILM middle age [n -IVES] 

MIDLINE DEIILMN median line [n -S] 

MIDLIST DIILMST section of publisher's list of current titles [n -S] 

MIDMOST DIMMOST part exactly in middle [n -S] 

MIDNOON DIMNNOO midday (middle of day) [n -S] 

MIDRASH ADHIMRS early Jewish interpretation of biblical text [n -IM, -OT, -OTH] 

MIDRIBS BDIIMRS MIDRIB, central vein of leaf [n] 

MIDRIFF DFFIIMR middle part of body [n -S] 

MIDSOLE DEILMOS middle layer of sole of shoe [n -S] 

MIDTERM DEIMMRT examination given in middle of academic semester [n -S] 

MIDTOWN DIMNOTW central part of city [n -S] 

MIDWAYS ADIMSWY MIDWAY, avenue at fair or carnival for concessions and amusements [n] 

MIDWEEK DEEIKMW middle of week [n -S] 

MIDYEAR ADEIMRY middle of year [n -S] 

MIGGLES EGGILMS MIGGLE, mig (type of playing marble) [n] 

MIGNONS GIMNNOS MIGNON, cut of beef [n] 

MIGRANT AGIMNRT one that migrates (to move from one region to another) [n -S] 

MIHRABS ABHIMRS MIHRAB, niche in mosque [n] 

MIKADOS ADIKMOS MIKADO, emperor of Japan [n] 

MIKRONS IKMNORS MIKRON, micron (unit of length) [n] 

MIKVAHS AHIKMSV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MIKVEHS EHIKMSV MIKVEH, mikvah (place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews) [n] 

MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MILADIS ADIILMS MILADI, milady (English gentlewoman) [n] 

MILAGES AEGILMS MILAGE, mileage (total distance expressed in miles) [n] 

MILEAGE AEEGILM total distance expressed in miles [n -S] 

MILFOIL FIILLMO perennial herb [n -S] 

MILIEUS EIILMSU MILIEU, environment [n] 

MILIEUX EIILMUX MILIEU, environment [n] 

MILINGS GIILMNS MILING, activity of running in one-mile race [n] 
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MILITIA AIIILMT citizen army [n -S] 

MILKERS EIKLMRS MILKER, one that milks (to draw milk (whitish, nutritious liquid) from udder of) [n] 

MILKMAN AIKLMMN man who sells or delivers milk [n -MEN] 

MILKMEN EIKLMMN MILKMAN, man who sells or delivers milk [n] 

MILKSOP IKLMOPS effeminate man [n -S] 

MILLAGE AEGILLM type of monetary rate [n -S] 

MILLDAM ADILLMM dam built to form millpond [n -S] 

MILLERS EILLMRS MILLER, one that mills (to grind by mechanical means) [n] 

MILLETS EILLMST MILLET, cereal grass [n] 

MILLIER EIILLMR unit of weight [n -S] 

MILLIME EIILLMM coin of Tunisia [n -S] 

MILLINE EIILLMN unit of advertising space [n -S] 

MILLING GIILLMN corrugated edge on coin [n -S] 

MILLION IILLMNO number [n -S] 

MILLRUN ILLMNRU millrace (current of water that drives mill wheel) [n -S] 

MILNEBS BEILMNS MILNEB, fungicide [n] 

MILORDS DILMORS MILORD, English gentleman [n] 

MILREIS EIILMRS former monetary unit of Portugal [n MILREIS] 

MILTERS EILMRST MILTER, male fish at breeding time [n] 

MIMBARS ABIMMRS MIMBAR, minbar (Muslim pulpit) [n] 

MIMESES EEIMMSS MIMESIS, mimicry (instance of mimicking) [n] 

MIMESIS EIIMMSS mimicry (instance of mimicking) [n -SES, -ES] 

MIMICRY CIIMMRY instance of mimicking [n -RIES] 

MIMOSAS AIMMOSS MIMOSA, tropical plant [n] 

MIMULUS ILMMSUU flowering plant [n -ES] 

MINARET AEIMNRT slender tower attached to mosque [n -S] 

MINBARS ABIMNRS MINBAR, Muslim pulpit [n] 

MINCERS CEIMNRS MINCER, one that minces (to cut into very small pieces) [n] 

MINDERS DEIMNRS MINDER, one that minds (to heed (to pay attention to)) [n] 

MINDSET DEIMNST fixed mental attitude [n -S] 

MINERAL AEILMNR naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties [n -S] 

MINGLER EGILMNR one that mingles (to mix together) [n -S] 

MINIBAR ABIIMNR small refrigerator stocked with beverages [n -S] 

MINIBUS BIIMNSU small bus [n -USES, -USSES] 

MINICAB ABCIIMN small taxicab [n -S] 

MINICAM ACIIMMN small portable television camera [n -S] 

MINICAR ACIIMNR small automobile [n -S] 

MINIKIN IIIKMNN small or dainty creature [n -S] 

MINILAB ABIILMN retail outlet offering rapid on-site film development [n -S] 

MINIMAL AIILMMN element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n -S] 

MINIMAX AIIMMNX minimum of set of maxima [n -ES] 

MINIMUM IIMMMNU least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n -MA, -S] 

MININGS GIIMNNS MINING, process or business of working mines (excavations in earth) [n] 

MINIONS IIMNNOS MINION, servile follower [n] 

MINISKI IIIKMNS short ski [n -S] 

MINIUMS IIMMNSU MINIUM, red pigment [n] 

MINIVAN AIIMNNV small van [n -S] 
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MINIVER EIIMNRV white fur [n -S] 

MINNIES EIIMNNS MINNY, minnow (small fish) [n] 

MINNOWS IMNNOSW MINNOW, small fish [n] 

MINORCA ACIMNOR any of breed of large domestic fowls [n -S] 

MINSTER EIMNRST large or important church [n -S] 

MINTAGE AEGIMNT act of minting (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n -S] 

MINTERS EIMNRST MINTER, one that mints (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

MINUEND DEIMNNU number from which another is to be subtracted [n -S] 

MINUSES EIMNSSU MINUS, negative quantity [n] 

MINUTIA AIIMNTU small detail [n -E] 

MINYANS AIMNNSY MINYAN, minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

MIOTICS CIIMOST MIOTIC, agent that causes miosis [n] 

MIRACLE ACEILMR event ascribed to supernatural or divine origin [n -S] 

MIRADOR ADIMORR architectural feature designed to afford extensive view [n -S] 

MIRAGES AEGIMRS MIRAGE, type of optical illusion [n] 

MIREXES EEIMRSX MIREX, insecticide [n] 

MISDEED DDEEIMS evil act [n -S] 

MISDOER DEIMORS one that misdoes (to do wrongly) [n -S] 

MISEASE AEEIMSS discomfort [n -S] 

MISHAPS AHIMPSS MISHAP, unfortunate accident [n] 

MISKALS AIKLMSS MISKAL, Oriental unit of weight [n] 

MISSALS AILMSSS MISSAL, prayer book [n] 

MISSELS EILMSSS MISSEL, European thrush [n] 

MISSIES EIIMSSS MISSY, young girl [n] 

MISSILE EIILMSS object or weapon that is thrown or projected [n -S] 

MISSIVE EIIMSSV written communication [n -S] 

MISSOUT IMOSSTU losing throw of dice [n -S] 

MISTBOW BIMOSTW fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n -S] 

MISTERS EIMRSST MISTER, sir (respectful form of address used to man) [n] 

MISTRAL AILMRST cold, dry wind [n -S] 

MISUSER EIMRSSU one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n -S] 

MITERER EEIMRRT one that miters (to raise to rank of bishop) [n -S] 

MITHERS EHIMRST MITHER, mother [n] 

MITISES EIIMSST MITIS, type of wrought iron [n] 

MITOGEN EGIMNOT substance that induces mitosis [n -S] 

MITOSES EIMOSST MITOSIS, type of cell division [n] 

MITOSIS IIMOSST type of cell division [n -SES] 

MITSVAH AHIMSTV mitzvah (commandment of Jewish law) [n -S, -VOTH] 

MITTENS EIMNSTT MITTEN, type of covering for hand [n] 

MITZVAH AHIMTVZ commandment of Jewish law [n -S, -VOTH] 

MIXDOWN DIMNOWX process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n -S] 

MIXTAPE AEIMPTX compilation of songs recorded from various sources [n -S] 

MIXTURE EIMRTUX something produced by mixing [n -S] 

MIZUNAS AIMNSUZ MIZUNA, Japanese mustard [n] 

MIZZENS EIMNSZZ MIZZEN, type of sail [n] 

MOANERS AEMNORS MOANER, one that moans (to utter low, mournful sound) [n] 

MOBBERS BBEMORS MOBBER, one that mobs (to crowd about) [n] 
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MOBBISM BBIMMOS mobbish conduct [n -S] 

MOBCAPS ABCMOPS MOBCAP, woman's cap [n] 

MOBILES BEILMOS MOBILE, form of sculpture [n] 

MOBLOGS BGLMOOS MOBLOG, weblog with data posted from cell phone [n] 

MOBSTER BEMORST gangster (member of criminal gang) [n -S] 

MOCHILA ACHILMO leather covering for saddle [n -S] 

MOCKERS CEKMORS MOCKER, one that mocks (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n] 

MOCKERY CEKMORY act of mocking (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -RIES] 

MOCKUPS CKMOPSU MOCKUP, full-sized model [n] 

MODELER DEELMOR one that models (to plan or form after pattern) [n -S] 

MODERNE DEEMNOR design style of 1920s and 1930s [n -S] 

MODERNS DEMNORS MODERN, person of modern times or views [n] 

MODESTY DEMOSTY quality of being modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [n -TIES] 

MODICUM CDIMMOU small amount [n -CA, -S] 

MODIOLI DIILMOO MODIOLUS, bony shaft of inner ear [n] 

MODISTE DEIMOST dealer in stylish women's clothing [n -S] 

MODULAR ADLMORU something built in self-contained units [n -S] 

MODULES DELMOSU MODULE, standard of measurement [n] 

MODULUS DLMOSUU number that produces same remainder when divided into each of two numbers [n -LI] 

MOFETTE EEFMOTT noxious emanation from fissure in earth [n -S] 

MOGGIES EGGIMOS MOGGIE, moggy (cat) [n] / MOGGY, cat [n] 

MOGHULS GHLMOSU MOGHUL, mogul (important person) [n] 

MOHAIRS AHIMORS MOHAIR, long, silky hair of Angora goat [n] 

MOHALIM AHILMMO MOHEL, person who performs Jewish ritual circumcisions [n] 

MOHAWKS AHKMOSW MOHAWK, hairstyle marked by stiff ridge of long hair from front to back [n] 

MOHELIM EHILMMO MOHEL, person who performs Jewish ritual circumcisions [n] 

MOIDORE DEIMOOR former gold coin of Portugal [n -S] 

MOILERS EILMORS MOILER, one that moils (to work hard) [n] 

MOJARRA AAJMORR marine fish [n -S] 

MOJITOS IJMOOST MOJITO, cocktail made of rum, sugar, mint, and lime juice [n] 

MOKSHAS AHKMOSS MOKSHA, final release of soul from reincarnations in Hinduism [n] 

MOLDING DGILMNO long, narrow strip used to decorate surface [n -S] 

MOLLAHS AHLLMOS MOLLAH, mullah (Muslim religious leader or teacher) [n] 

MOLLIES EILLMOS MOLLIE, tropical fish [n] / MOLLY, mollie (tropical fish) [n] 

MOLLUSC CLLMOSU mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n -S] 

MOLLUSK KLLMOSU any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates [n -S] 

MOLOCHS CHLMOOS MOLOCH, spiny lizard [n] 

MOLTERS ELMORST MOLTER, one that molts (to cast off outer covering) [n] 

MOMENTA AEMMNOT MOMENTUM, force of movement [n] 

MOMENTO EMMNOOT memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -ES, -S] 

MOMENTS EMMNOST MOMENT, brief period of time [n] 

MOMISMS IMMMOSS MOMISM, excessive dependence on mothers [n] 

MOMMIES EIMMMOS MOMMY, mother [n] 

MOMSERS EMMORSS MOMSER, bastard (illegitimate child) [n] 

MOMUSES EMMOSSU MOMUS, carping person [n] 

MOMZERS EMMORSZ MOMZER, momser (bastard (illegitimate child)) [n] 

MONACID ACDIMNO monoacid (type of acid (type of chemical compound)) [n -S] 
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MONADES ADEMNOS MONAS, monad (single-celled organism) [n] 

MONARCH ACHMNOR absolute ruler [n -S] 

MONARDA AADMNOR aromatic herb [n -S] 

MONAXON AMNNOOX straight spicule in sponges [n -S] 

MONERAN AEMNNOR cellular organism that does not have distinct nucleus [n -S] 

MONEYER EEMNORY one that coins money [n -S] 

MONGOES EGMNOOS MONGOE, mungo (low-quality wool) [n] 

MONGOLS GLMNOOS MONGOL, person affected with form of mental deficiency [n] 

MONGREL EGLMNOR animal or plant of mixed breed [n -S] 

MONIKER EIKMNOR name [n -S] 

MONILIA AIILMNO type of parasitic fungus [n -E] 

MONISMS IMMNOSS MONISM, philosophical theory [n] 

MONISTS IMNOSST MONIST, adherent of monism (philosophical theory) [n] 

MONKERY EKMNORY mode of life of monks [n -RIES] 

MONOCLE CELMNOO eyeglass for one eye [n -S] 

MONOCOT CMNOOOT type of seed plant [n -S] 

MONOECY CEMNOOY condition of being monecian [n -CIES] 

MONOFIL FILMNOO single filament of synthetic fiber [n -S] 

MONOMER EMMNOOR type of chemical compound [n -S] 

MONOPOD DMNOOOP one-legged support for camera [n -S] 

MONOSKI IKMNOOS single broad ski for both feet [n -S] 

MONSOON MNNOOOS seasonal wind [n -S] 

MONSTER EMNORST strange or terrifying creature [n -S] 

MONTANE AEMNNOT lower vegetation belt of mountain [n -S] 

MONTERO EMNOORT type of cap [n -S] 

MONTHLY HLMNOTY publication issued once month [n -LIES] 

MONTIES EIMNOST MONTY, full amount expected or possible [n] 

MONURON MNNOORU herbicide [n -S] 

MOOCHER CEHMOOR one that mooches (to obtain without paying) [n -S] 

MOOLAHS AHLMOOS MOOLAH, money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n] 

MOOLEYS ELMOOSY MOOLEY, muley (hornless cow) [n] 

MOONBOW BMNOOOW rainbow formed by light from moon [n -S] 

MOONDOG DGMNOOO bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S] 

MOONERS EMNOORS MOONER, one that moons (to spend time idly) [n] 

MOONEYE EEMNOOY freshwater fish [n -S] 

MOONLET ELMNOOT small satellite [n -S] 

MOONSET EMNOOST setting of moon below horizon [n -S] 

MOORAGE AEGMOOR act of mooring (to secure vessel by means of cables) [n -S] 

MOORHEN EHMNOOR female moorfowl [n -S] 

MOORING GIMNOOR place where vessel may be moored [n -S] 

MOOTERS EMOORST MOOTER, one that moots (to bring up for discussion) [n] 

MOPHEAD ADEHMOP person with thick shaggy hair [n -S] 

MOPOKES EKMOOPS MOPOKE, Australian bird [n] 

MOPPERS EMOPPRS MOPPER, one that mops (to wipe with mop (implement for cleaning floors)) [n] 

MOPPETS EMOPPST MOPPET, child (young person) [n] 

MORAINE AEIMNOR accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [n -S] 

MORALES AELMORS MORALE, state of spirits of individual or group [n] 
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MORCEAU ACEMORU short literary or musical composition [n -X] 

MORDENT DEMNORT melodic embellishment [n -S] 

MOREENS EEMNORS MOREEN, heavy fabric [n] 

MORELLE EELLMOR flowering plant [n -S] 

MORELLO ELLMOOR variety of sour cherry [n -S] 

MORGANS AGMNORS MORGAN, unit of distance between genes [n] 

MORGENS EGMNORS MORGEN, Dutch unit of land area [n] 

MORGUES EGMORSU MORGUE, place where dead bodies are kept for identification [n] 

MORIONS IMNOORS MORION, type of helmet [n] 

MORNAYS AMNORSY MORNAY, cheese-flavored white sauce [n] 

MORNING GIMNNOR early part of day [n -S] 

MOROCCO CCMOOOR soft leather [n -S] 

MORPHIA AHIMOPR morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

MORPHIN HIMNOPR morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

MORPHOS HMOOPRS MORPHO, tropical butterfly [n] 

MORRION IMNOORR morion (type of helmet) [n -S] 

MORROWS MOORRSW MORROW, next day [n] 

MORTALS ALMORST MORTAL, human being [n] 

MORULAE AELMORU MORULA, embryonic mass of cells [n] 

MORULAS ALMORSU MORULA, embryonic mass of cells [n] 

MOSCATO ACMOOST sweet dessert wine [n -S] 

MOSELLE EELLMOS medium-dry white wine [n -S] 

MOSHERS EHMORSS MOSHER, one that moshes (to engage in frenzied dancing with others at rock concert) [n] 

MOSHING GHIMNOS frenzied dancing at rock concert [n -S] 

MOSQUES EMOQSSU MOSQUE, Muslim house of worship [n] 

MOSSERS EMORSSS MOSSER, one that gathers or works with moss [n] 

MOSTEST EMOSSTT most (greatest amount) [n -S] 

MOTILES EILMOST MOTILE, one whose mental imagery consists chiefly of inner feelings of action [n] 

MOTLEYS ELMOSTY MOTLEY, garment of various colors [n] 

MOTMOTS MMOOSTT MOTMOT, tropical bird [n] 

MOTTLER ELMORTT one that mottles (to mark with spots or streaks of different colors) [n -S] 

MOTTOES EMOOSTT MOTTO, short expression of guiding principle [n] 

MOUFLON FLMNOOU wild sheep [n -S] 

MOUJIKS IJKMOSU MOUJIK, muzhik (Russian peasant) [n] 

MOULAGE AEGLMOU making of cast or mold of mark for use in criminal investigation [n -S] 

MOULINS ILMNOSU MOULIN, vertical cavity in glacier [n] 

MOULTER ELMORTU molter (one that molts (to cast off outer covering)) [n -S] 

MOUNTER EMNORTU one that mounts (to get up on) [n -S] 

MOURNER EMNORRU one that mourns (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [n -S] 

MOUSAKA AAKMOSU moussaka (Middle Eastern dish of meat and eggplant) [n -S] 

MOUSERS EMORSSU MOUSER, animal that catches mice [n] 

MOUSING GIMNOSU wrapping around shank end of hook [n -S] 

MOUTHER EHMORTU speaker (one that speaks (to utter words)) [n -S] 

MOUTONS MNOOSTU MOUTON, sheepskin processed to resemble seal or beaver [n] 

MOVABLE ABELMOV something that can be moved [n -S] 

MOVANTS AMNOSTV MOVANT, person who applies to court for favorable ruling [n] 

MOVIOLA AILMOOV movieola (device for viewing and editing film) [n -S] 
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MOWINGS GIMNOSW MOWING, act of cutting down standing herbage [n] 

MOZETTA AEMOTTZ mozzetta (hooded cape worn by bishops) [n -S, -TTE] 

MOZETTE EEMOTTZ MOZETTA, mozzetta (hooded cape worn by bishops) [n] 

MUCKERS CEKMRSU MUCKER, vulgar person [n] 

MUCKLES CEKLMSU MUCKLE, large amount [n] 

MUCLUCS CCLMSUU MUCLUC, mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n] 

MUCOIDS CDIMOSU MUCOID, complex protein [n] 

MUCOSAE ACEMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [n] 

MUCOSAS ACMOSSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [n] 

MUCUSES CEMSSUU MUCUS, viscid bodily fluid [n] 

MUDBANK ABDKMNU sloping area of mud alongside body of water [n -S] 

MUDBUGS BDGMSUU MUDBUG, crayfish (crustacean) [n] 

MUDCATS ACDMSTU MUDCAT, type of catfish [n] 

MUDDERS DDEMRSU MUDDER, racehorse that runs well on muddy track [n] 

MUDDLER DDELMRU one that muddles (to mix in disordered manner) [n -S] 

MUDFISH DFHIMSU fish found in mud or muddy water [n -ES] 

MUDFLAP ADFLMPU flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n -S] 

MUDFLAT ADFLMTU level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n -S] 

MUDFLOW DFLMOUW moving mass of mud [n -S] 

MUDHENS DEHMNSU MUDHEN, bird that lives in marshes [n] 

MUDHOLE DEHLMOU hole or hollow place full of mud [n -S] 

MUDLARK ADKLMRU street urchin [n -S] 

MUDPACK ACDKMPU cosmetic paste for face [n -S] 

MUDPIES DEIMPSU MUDPIE, small mass of mud formed into pie shape [n] 

MUDROCK CDKMORU pelite (rock composed of fine fragments) [n -S] 

MUDROOM DMMOORU room for shedding muddy clothing or footwear [n -S] 

MUDSILL DILLMSU lowest supporting timber of structure [n -S] 

MUEDDIN DDEIMNU muezzin (Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer) [n -S] 

MUESLIS EILMSSU MUESLI, breakfast cereal [n] 

MUEZZIN EIMNUZZ Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer [n -S] 

MUFFINS FFIMNSU MUFFIN, small, round bread [n] 

MUFFLER EFFLMRU device for deadening sound [n -S] 

MUGFULS FGLMSUU MUGFUL, as much as mug can hold [n] 

MUGGARS AGGMRSU MUGGAR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

MUGGEES EEGGMSU MUGGEE, one who is mugged [n] 

MUGGERS EGGMRSU MUGGER, large Asian crocodile [n] 

MUGGING GGGIMNU street assault or beating [n -S] 

MUGGINS GGIMNSU stupid or foolish person [n -ES] 

MUGGURS GGMRSUU MUGGUR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

MUGHALS AGHLMSU MUGHAL, mogul (important person) [n] 

MUGSHOT GHMOSTU photograph of person's face for official records [n -S] 

MUGWORT GMORTUW flowering plant [n -S] 

MUGWUMP GMMPUUW political independent [n -S] 

MUHLIES EHILMSU MUHLY, perennial grass [n] 

MUKHTAR AHKMRTU head of government of town in Arabic countries [n -S] 

MUKLUKS KKLMSUU MUKLUK, soft boot worn by Inuits [n] 

MUKTUKS KKMSTUU MUKTUK, whale skin used for food [n] 
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MULETAS AELMSTU MULETA, red cloth used by matador [n] 

MULLAHS AHLLMSU MULLAH, Muslim religious leader or teacher [n] 

MULLEIN EILLMNU Eurasian herb [n -S] 

MULLENS ELLMNSU MULLEN, mullein (Eurasian herb) [n] 

MULLERS ELLMRSU MULLER, grinding implement [n] 

MULLETS ELLMSTU MULLET, edible fish [n] 

MULLEYS ELLMSUY MULLEY, muley (hornless cow) [n] 

MULLITE EILLMTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

MULLOCK CKLLMOU waste earth or rock from mine [n -S] 

MULTURE ELMRTUU fee paid to miller for grinding grain [n -S] 

MUMBLER BELMMRU one that mumbles (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

MUMMERY EMMMRUY performance by mummers [n -RIES] 

MUMMING GIMMMNU performance of folk play by mummers [n -S] 

MUMPERS EMMPRSU MUMPER, one that mumps (to beg (to plead)) [n] 

MUMSIES EIMMSSU MUMSY, mother [n] 

MUNCHER CEHMNRU one that munches (to chew with crackling sound) [n -S] 

MUNCHIE CEHIMNU small amount of food eaten between meals [n -S] 

MUNGOES EGMNOSU MUNGO, low-quality wool [n] 

MUNNION IMNNNOU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S] 

MUNSTER EMNRSTU muenster (mild cheese) [n -S] 

MUNTING GIMNNTU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S] 

MUNTINS IMNNSTU MUNTIN, dividing strip for window panes [n] 

MUNTJAC ACJMNTU small Asian deer [n -S] 

MUNTJAK AJKMNTU muntjac (small Asian deer) [n -S] 

MUONIUM IMMNOUU electron and positive muon bound together [n -S] 

MURAGES AEGMRSU MURAGE, tax levied for repairing walls of town [n] 

MUREINS EIMNRSU MUREIN, type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n] 

MUREXES EEMRSUX MUREX, marine mollusk [n] 

MURIATE AEIMRTU chloride (chlorine compound) [n -S] 

MURICES CEIMRSU MUREX, marine mollusk [n] 

MURINES EIMNRSU MURINE, any of family of small rodents [n] 

MURRAIN AIMNRRU disease of cattle [n -S] 

MURREYS EMRRSUY MURREY, dark purple color [n] 

MURRHAS AHMRRSU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [n] 

MURRIES EIMRRSU MURRY, moray (tropical eel) [n] 

MUSCATS ACMSSTU MUSCAT, sweet, white grape [n] 

MUSCIDS CDIMSSU MUSCID, musca (any of genus of flies) [n] 

MUSETTE EEMSTTU small bagpipe [n -S] 

MUSEUMS EMMSSUU MUSEUM, place where objects of lasting interest or value are cared for and exhibited [n] 

MUSHERS EHMRSSU MUSHER, one that mushes (to travel over snow with dog sled) [n] 

MUSHING GHIMNSU advancing across snow by dogsled [n -S] 

MUSHRAT AHMRSTU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -S] 

MUSICAL ACILMSU play in which dialogue is interspersed with songs and dances [n -S] 

MUSINGS GIMNSSU MUSING, contemplation [n] 

MUSJIDS DIJMSSU MUSJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MUSKEGS EGKMSSU MUSKEG, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MUSKETS EKMSSTU MUSKET, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n] 
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MUSKIES EIKMSSU MUSKIE, freshwater fish [n] 

MUSKITS IKMSSTU MUSKIT, mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n] 

MUSKRAT AKMRSTU aquatic rodent [n -S] 

MUSLINS ILMNSSU MUSLIN, cotton fabric [n] 

MUSPIKE EIKMPSU freshwater fish [n -S] 

MUSSELS ELMSSSU MUSSEL, bivalve mollusk [n] 

MUSTANG AGMNSTU wild horse [n -S] 

MUSTARD ADMRSTU pungent seasoning [n -S] 

MUSTEES EEMSSTU MUSTEE, octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry) [n] 

MUTAGEN AEGMNTU substance that causes biological mutation [n -S] 

MUTANTS AMNSTTU MUTANT, something that undergoes mutation [n] 

MUTASES AEMSSTU MUTASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

MUTATOR AMORTTU one that causes change in form [n -S] 

MUTCHES CEHMSTU MUTCH, close-fitting cap [n] 

MUTISMS IMMSSTU MUTISM, muteness (state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech)) [n] 

MUTTONS MNOSTTU MUTTON, flesh of sheep used as food [n] 

MUTUALS ALMSTUU MUTUAL, mutual fund [n] 

MUTUELS ELMSTUU MUTUEL, system of betting on races [n] 

MUTULES ELMSTUU MUTULE, ornamental block used in classical Greek architecture [n] 

MUUMUUS MMSUUUU MUUMUU, long, loose dress [n] 

MUZHIKS HIKMSUZ MUZHIK, Russian peasant [n] 

MUZJIKS IJKMSUZ MUZJIK, muzhik (Russian peasant) [n] 

MUZZLER ELMRUZZ one that muzzles (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [n -S] 

MYALGIA AAGILMY muscular pain [n -S] 

MYCELES CEELMSY MYCELE, mycelium (vegetative portion of fungus) [n] 

MYCELIA ACEILMY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [n] 

MYCOSES CEMOSSY MYCOSIS, disease caused by fungus [n] 

MYCOSIS CIMOSSY disease caused by fungus [n -SES]  

MYELINE EEILMNY myelin (fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers) [n -S] 

MYELINS EILMNSY MYELIN, fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers [n] 

MYELOMA AELMMOY tumor of bone marrow [n -S, -TA] 

MYIASES AEIMSSY MYIASIS, infestation of human tissue by fly maggots [n] 

MYIASIS AIIMSSY infestation of human tissue by fly maggots [n -SES] 

MYLODON DLMNOOY extinct giant sloth [n -S] 

MYNHEER EEHMNRY Dutch title of courtesy for man [n -S] 

MYOLOGY GLMOOYY study of muscles [n -GIES] 

MYOMATA AAMMOTY MYOMA, tumor composed of muscle tissue [n] 

MYOMERE EEMMORY part of vertebrate embryo [n -S] 

MYOPIAS AIMOPSY MYOPIA, visual defect [n] 

MYOPIES EIMOPSY MYOPY, myopia (visual defect) [n] 

MYOSINS IMNOSSY MYOSIN, protein found in muscle tissue [n] 

MYOSOTE EMOOSTY myosotis (flowering plant) [n -S] 

MYOTICS CIMOSTY MYOTIC, miotic (agent that causes miosis) [n] 

MYOTOME EMMOOTY portion of embryonic somite [n -S] 

MYRIADS ADIMRSY MYRIAD, very large number [n] 

MYRICAS ACIMRSY MYRICA, medicinal tree bark [n] 

MYRTLES ELMRSTY MYRTLE, evergreen shrub [n] 
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MYSOSTS MOSSSTY MYSOST, mild cheese [n] 

MYSTERY EMRSTYY something that is not or cannot be known, understood, or explained [n -RIES] 

MYSTICS CIMSSTY MYSTIC, one who professes to have had mystical experiences [n] 

MYXOMAS AMMOSXY MYXOMA, tumor composed of mucous tissue [n] 


